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) can save you up to 20% on your audio and vhs media collection. Ansonia’s biggest seller is the 58p Zim Zapper. The Zim was
an excellent blaster for my younger years. I owned a 60 and a Zim Zapper in my younger years. I played some fantastic games
on the Zim and it was a top blaster for many years. The Zim has a great sound and is awesome fun. The Zim is compact, so
fitting it on shelves can be a problem. The Zim’s fit the bill if you have a spot in a game room that needs a blaster. They are an
excellent product and a great deal on Ebay. Ansonia currently has about 500 units of the Zim left in stock. You are better off
bidding and buying a Zim Zapper on Ebay than waiting for Ansonia to restock the unit. The Zim Zapper is currently priced at
$40.00. It is selling for $34.95 at the time of this posting. That is an additional $5.05! You can save $5.05 by ordering the Zim
on Ebay. If you are wanting a new Zim it is only $30.99 at retail. If you buy a used Zim, the current auction price is $49.99.
This is a great deal. Grab a bargain before they sell out at Ansonia. The Ansonia 77p LED Sling is a dinky little blaster with a
6-hour runtime. I will review the new LED Sling later this year. This blaster works great and is a small package. Ansonia has
several items on Ebay. Walking Guns from Ansonia sell for around $60. You can buy a walking gun on Ebay for around $39.99
or a blaster for around $40. Ansonia sells many 50p Hand Blasters. Many collectors are currently selling their 50p hand blasters
on Ebay. They are selling for around $35. Ansonia also sells a few Brandy blasters. The Brandy blasters are a few inches shorter
than the 50p Hand Blasters. Brandy blasters can be found for around $50. The Ansonia Hand Blaster will be reviewed in a
future article. Hint: Ansonia is a great place to purchase older 82157476af
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